The Jacuzzi® HALO ONE™ Halotherapy helps you breathe easier

CONVERT ANY INFRARED SAUNA INTO A SALT INHALATION ROOM
Installing a Jacuzzi® HALO ONE™ Halotherapy Generator turns any infrared sauna into a healing salt cave. The conditions of heat and humidity in our infrared saunas are perfect for salt therapy. The salt aerosol is distributed evenly giving the optimal salt concentration for healing.

SALINE-BASED TECHNOLOGY YIELDS THERAPUTIC MICRO-SALT MIST
The Jacuzzi® HALO ONE™ Halotherapy Generator sprays a pure salt mist that spreads evenly through the infrared cabin. Using mist rather than dry salt, HALO ONE™ offers a superior salt therapy solution to reach deep into the lungs and into the small alveoli to improve the condition of people’s respiratory function.

CONVENIENT SALINE CARTRIDGES
HALO ONE™ uses one saline cartridge per session; no measuring or clean-up required. Simply insert the cartridge into the side panel. Experience European salt therapy in the comfort of your own home.

RE-CHARGEABLE BATTERY OPERATION
HALO ONE™ Halotherapy is portable and rechargeable. It can be placed in any small room of the house and even works bedside. Charging for an hour allows up to three sessions. The unit plugs into a normal receptacle and has an easy to read battery indicator.

For more information:
www.HealwithHeat.com
(800) 317-5070

Microsalt Halotherapy has been used in Europe to soothe allergies, asthma, bronchitis, cystic fibrosis or other chronic lung diseases. Microsalt is also suitable for colds, sinusitis, and to promote healthier skin. Please search online under "Halotherapy" or "Salt Rooms" to explore more.
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